I. 選擇適當的字彙、片語或結構完成下列各句：
1. ( ) Earth is the third ____ from the sun. (A. plan B. plane C. planet D. plant)
2. ( ) The ____ is always right. (A. custom B. customer C. them D. high)
3. ( ) My favorite ____ is going to the movies. (A. own B. live C. glad D. hobby)
4. ( ) Vincent ___ his hair before leaving. (A. cashed B. crashed C. splashed D. brushed)
5. ( ) Could you turn down your MP3 player? The volume is too ____.
   (A. big B. up C. loud D. high)
6. ( ) I like Do It Yourself (DIY) _____. They are really fun.
   (A. creative B. projects C. direction D. apart)
7. ( ) Taking care of her five children ____ most of Sophia’s free time.
   (A. works out B. takes up C. looks out D. points out)
8. ( ) Tom had ____ all of his ambitions by the age of 40.
   (A. reacted B. neglected C. realized D. released)
9. ( ) Can you ____ this article off the Internet for me? (A. write B. look C. show D. download)
10. ( ) Can I have a ____ of the cake? (A. piece B. pile C. unit D. chop)
11. ( ) If surfing isn’t your ____, maybe biking is. (A. topic B. title C. thing D. thought)
12. ( ) Kaohsiung ____ is the second largest city in Taiwan, is famous for its seafood.
   (A. , which B. which C. where D. in which)
13. ( ) Martha found ____ ____ to get along with her colleague.
   (A. out none B. it how C. no use D. it difficult)
14. ( ) ____ ____ you are a university student, you should learn to be more independent.
   (A. Comparing to B. Now that C. Since when D. Upon seeing)
15. ( ) There is ____ no way you can type 3,000 words in one minute.
   (A. accidentally B. immediately C. absolutely D. reluctantly)
16. ( ) We experience ups and downs in life and feel ____ and sorrow alternately.
   (A. joy B. sad C. lousy D. depress)
17. ( ) Backpacking can cultivate your ____ skills as well as language ability.
   (A. trustworthy B. word-building C. problem-solving D. intelligence)
18. ( ) Yet surprisingly, Antarctica is home to a number of fascinating ____., each with their own
   special way of adapting to the elements. (A. kinds B. species C. sorts D. parts)
19. ( ) The issues to be covered in the meeting ____ from global warming to the energy crisis.
   (A. discover B. distance C. range D. talking)
20. ( ) The single mother works hard to ____ her children with food and clothing.
   (A. provide B. help C. divide D. prefer)
21. ( ) Her performance was the ____ of the show. (A. bottom B. highlight C. unique D. deem)
22. ( ) Her ____ is nanotechnology. (A. expert B. precision C. detect D. specialty)
23. ( ) Unemployment rose ____ to the point where about 25% of all workers were without jobs.
   (A. forgettfully B. dramatically C. smelly D. hauntingly)
24. ( ) Only a small ____ of students is interested in politics these days.
   (A. minority B. minor C. majority D. major)
25. ( ) It is hard to imagine the ____ of the universe. (A. glow B. plenty C. cost D. scale)
26. ( ) As a child, he had been deprived of love and ____.
   (A. hates B. attention C. dispute D. disgust)
27. ( ) These included programs to ____ unemployment, regulate banks and the stock market more effectively, and provide financial support for the neediest people.
   (A. increase B. deduct C. replace D. reduce)

28. ( ) The first U.S. African-American president Barack Obama was born in the early 1960s, a time when black people could not _____. (A. vote B. dwell C. live D. promote)

29. ( ) In a democratic society, ____ of speech is thought of as an important right that must be protected. (A. linking B. freedom C. tail D. screen)

30. ( ) The Taiwan ____ Bureau recently joined forces with Taiwanese bike manufacturer Giant to step up efforts promoting cycling in Taiwan to the world.
   (A. Terrorism B. Sarcasm C. Tourism D. Criticism)

II. 選擇最適當的對話:

31. ( ) Who does this cell phone belong to?
   (A) My father bought it.       (B) It is Shirley’s.
   (C) I didn’t call anyone.    (D) My friend lost another one.

32. ( ) We should go to the graduation ball.
   (A) I don’t like dancing.    (B) I hate singing.
   (C) I like to play balls.     (D) I want something to eat, too.

33. ( ) It made me so happy to do some volunteer work for the needed.
   (A) Something strange to me.   (B) Can’t believe you are such a fool!
   (C) What an evil person you are!   (D) It must be a rewarding experience.

34. ( ) The flying and dancing of a butterfly is probably the most graceful sights.
   (A) Cockroaches are everywhere as well.
   (B) Yeah. Milkweed butterflies are the most beautiful, I think.
   (C) Oh, I don’t think mosquitoes love them.
   (D) I like to eat them, too.

35. ( ) Is the new film by the Dutch director a documentary?
   (A) It is based on a true story during WWII. (B) Nothing interesting.
   (C) I love going to the movies with you.    (D) You can see the movie with me.

III. 克漏字填空:

Every time you see a doctor, you may get a ____36____ that you can go to a pharmacy for medicine. The ____37____ will fill the prescription and tell you how and when to take the medicine, and about the ____38____ of the medicine. Some medicine should be taken with food, and others should be taken on an ____39____ stomach. Some will make you sleepy. You should listen carefully.

The label on the medicine bottle gives you a lot of information. It will have your name, the name of the medicine and the dosage. It will also tell you if you can ____40____ the prescription, then you don’t have to see the doctor again.

36. ( ) (A) description (B) subscription (C) prescription (D) depiction
37. ( ) (A) pharmacy (B) farmer (C) doctor (D) pharmacist
38. ( ) (A) actual (B) face (C) side effects (D) factors
39. ( ) (A) empty (B) ached (C) endangered (D) inner
40. ( ) (A) full (B) refill (C) fulfill (D) get

The Giant Panda is easily recognized by its large, distinctive black patches around the ____41____, over the ears, and across its round body. The Giant Panda has a diet which is 99%
bamboo. A(n) 42 panda eats 9 to 14 kilograms of bamboo leaves, stems and shoots a day. They may eat other foods such as honey, eggs, fish, yams, shrub leaves, oranges, and bananas when available.

The Giant Panda is an endangered 43 and highly threatened. According to the latest report, China has 239 Giant Pandas in captivity and another 27 living outside the country. It also estimated that around 2,000 pandas are currently living in the wild.

The species is a favorite of the 44, at least in part because many people find that it has a baby-like cuteness. Also, it is usually depicted reclining peacefully eating bamboo, as opposed to hunting, which adds to its 45 of innocence.

IV. 閱讀能力測驗：

The National Museum of Natural Science is Taichung’s most visited museum. Hosting various permanent exhibitions, it has been educating millions for the last 20 years.

The Museum of Natural Science is known for its 3-D theaters, dinosaur exhibits, hands-on displays, and the botanical garden, etc. There are also different galleries, where you can find out about life, the planet, the environment and evolution. The goal of the Museum of Natural Science is to make learning fun for everyone. In fact, they offer plenty of activities and displays for half a million school children to see and play in every year.

Come and visit Taichung. The displays in the Museum of Natural Science cover all subjects from history to culture. You’ll always learn something new there.

46. (  ) What is the purpose of the museum?
   (A) To show dinosaur movies whenever possible. (B) To make learning fun for visitors.
   (C) To get as much information as possible. (D) To introduce crazy ideas.

47. (  ) What is a special feature of the museum?
   (A) They only have exhibits about outer space. (B) Half a million children built it.
   (C) They have special area for visitors to play in. (D) They have real dinosaur in it.

48. (  ) How long has the museum been in service?
   (A) For ten years. (B) For forty years.
   (C) For five years. (D) For twenty years.

49. (  ) What can’t you find in the museum?
   (A) A gallery where you can see portraits. (B) Large interesting 3-D theaters.
   (C) Areas with hands-on activities. (D) Places with things about dinosaurs.

50. (  ) What is the author’s opinion about the Museum Of Natural Science?
   (A) Its exhibits need to be replaced.
   (B) Only school children can learn new things there.
   (C) It’s a good place to have fun while learning new things.
   (D) Taipei’s museum is much better than this one in Taichung.